
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an enterprise operations. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for enterprise operations

Provide support for finance and business initiatives as required
Direct ongoing GapTech - Enterprise Operations expense management
efforts
Serve as primary initial responder within the Enterprise Operations team in
notification, identifying, and troubleshooting for Network Data/Voice
technologies
You will provide proactive value added analysis, advice and reporting
Identify, monitor, report and analyze key cost drivers, metrics and trends to
provide proactive advice to EO&P on cost management opportunities,
success in achieving cost reduction targets
Responsible for analysis of charge out methodologies and rates for EO&P
costs, ensuring they are well understood by all business, finance and EO&P
stakeholders
Manage all processing, reporting and analysis of EO&P charges to Platforms
and businesses ensuring that NIE is fully recovered
Consolidate the financial plans and forecasts, including providing analytics to
support and explain cost drivers to SVP, EO&P
Work with the external supplier related to support for processing of checks
and statements, managing related reconciliations, attestation, and supplier’s
service level agreements
Provide telephone support and guidance to Strategic and Relationship banks
on all P&TC products, services and investigations

Example of Enterprise Operations Job Description
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Familiar with other databases and data solutions such as MySQL
A minimum of 10 years of leading organizational, business and platform
transformation with a proven track record of consistently strong performance
in a multi-national environment
MBA/Masters is a plus
The position requires an individual who understands how to get things done
in a large, complex organization through influence and collaboration, and has
a broad business background or diverse program experience
Process design experience for the professional services industry is desirable
Excellent financial/analytical , communication (oral/written) and interpersonal
skills in order to establish strong relationships with partners


